
ALSIDENT® SYSTEMS
POINT OF USE FUME EXTRACTION

The purpose of this sheet is to help Designers select the proper System for their given application.
The extraction arm was developed for a soldering bench and now has many uses for a cleaner, safer
environment in the laboratory, hospital, museum, laser technology, beauty salon, bakery, film
restoration settings and many more industries that create hazardous by-products in the workplace.

Some extraction arms function alike, so why is the Alsident® System a better choice? All Alsident®
Arms have a built-in damper when in the open position does not inhibit the air flow path. Most
competitors supply a butterfly damper which is directly in the air flow path and consequently creates
a louder system. Some competitors use a much thinner gauge of materials to manufacture their
columns, arms and joints that are not consistent within their products. In some cases competitor’s
products do not arrive fully assembled. Alsident® is consistent in their manufacturing process and all
products deliver ready for installation. All Alsident® products are tested and certified by the Danish
Technological Institute whereas competitors testing is done internally and are not certified by any
outside source.

Alsident® offers many types of products for virtually every application. Cabinets are offered in many
standard sizes and can be manufactured in custom sizes if required. The most common Extraction
Arms are 2”, 2.5”, 3” and 4” diameter. These Extraction Systems are available for ceiling, wall or table
installations. The wall Arms can also be installed directly onto an Overhead Service Carrier with no
additional special parts required. All exhaust connections are attached directly to the HVAC system of
the building. All Extraction Arms are suitable for up to 190*F.

Alsident® products offer a point of use solution to remove gases, smoke, fumes, smells and dust
particles that are the by-products of many industries today. By selecting the correct System these
byproducts are safely removed from the working environment.

Which System is Correct for Your Application?

1: The first priority is what CFM, air volume, is available at the point of use. The System 50, the 2”
Dia. Arm, is suitable for 25-50 CFM. The System 63, the 2.5” Dia. Arm, is suitable for 35-70 CFM.
The System 75, 3” Dia. Arm, is suitable 45-105 CFM and is most commonly supplied in a typical
laboratory setting. The System 100, 4” Dia. Arm, is suitable for 80-235 CFM. Note: The closer you
size to the maximum suitable CFM the more noise the System will emit.

2: The second priority to what pollutants need to be extracted. Arms tubes are offered in Aluminum,
Polypropylene or Anti-Static. Aluminum is suitable for most applications. Polypropylene is offered
when pollutants are corrosive or the System is in an aggressive environment. The Anti-Static is a
grounded System for ESD and EX applications.
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3: The third priority is the type of installation, ceiling, wall, table or overhead service carrier (OSC) and
the required area of extraction for the application. You will need to know the horizontal and vertical
dimensions needed from the bottom of the mounting device to the extraction area. Please refer to the
Working Area Charts in the catalog for each type of installation and each individual Extraction Arm.
You will also need to know the dimension of the extraction area to properly size the hood accessory.
For instance, if the technician is extracting fumes from a test tube only, a 20” diameter hood would
not be recommended; an extractor tube or suction pen would be more suitable. Hood accessories
range from 8” diameter to 20” diameter in a variety of materials, aluminum, polypropylene and clear
PTEG. We strongly recommend the proper hood be supplied as the application requires.

Below are a series of questions to help you select the proper System for your application:

A: What is the available CFM at the point of use?

B: How will the System be installed; Ceiling, Wall, Table or onto an OSC?
Ceiling Columns are available in 10”, 20”, 30” and 40”+ lengths.

C: At what height will the System mounting device be connected to the structure?
On a ceiling installation: If a 40” Column is still too short to be installed directly onto the building
structure it is common to build a “Uni-Strut” frame attached to the structure to support the Column.

D: What are the horizontal and vertical dimensions to the point of use from the installed System?

E: What is being extracted at the point of use area for the proper hood selection?

F: Are there any obstacles that will inhibit the arm movement? (Shelves, uprights, etc.)

G: What type of pollutants are being extracted? (Specify chemical concentrations)

H: Is the environment corrosive?

I: Will there be any light objects that could be ingested by the System?

J: Which color of Arm Joints would you prefer for aesthetics?
Red, Black or White Joints are available on the System 50 Aluminum series.
Red or White Joints are available on the System 75 Aluminum series.
White Joints only are offered on the System 63 and the System 100 series.
Anti-Static Joints are always black.

K: Arm Tubes can be Aluminum, White Polypropylene or Black Polypropylene.
Which do you prefer for aesthetics?
Confirm the tube material is suitable for the use and environment of your application.

For additional information, contact us at the information below or visit our web site at
www.canadianscientific.ca or Alsident at www.alsident.com

At Canadian Scientific, your work place safety is our # 1 priority.
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